we could not be saved !!
IPCC(UN) the injustice
injustice：we

2011/7/3,4

Two decades IPCC activity had accomplished nothing substantial result of saving life on earth
In the while,It would become fatal that IPCC has been neglecting crucial feedback process
process,
such as methane catastrophe possibility in Arctic
Arctic.
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1,Drought Spreads Across Continent
http://www.worldpress.org/Africa/719.cfm
2,Drought in Africa(pictures)
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=drought,africa&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GZAZ_jaJP409JP433&biw=1280&bi
h=796&prmd=ivns&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=km0FToa4H-2gmQWR3uzNDQ&sqi=2&
ved=0CCkQsAQ
3,Floods and mudslides on three continents, as drought hits Africa
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/aug/09/floods-mudslides-drought-extreme-weather
4,From draught to floods
http://english.people.com.cn/98666/102485/index.html
5,Record-breaking droughts, floods, fires, storms indicative of warming Earth
http://article.wn.com/view/2011/04/28/Recordbreaking_droughts_floods_fires_storms_indicative_of
_wa/
6,Climate Changed Already–Massive Floods in Asia,Record Drought in Russia,Huge Ice Island
breaks from Greenland ?
http://greenworldinvestor.com/2010/08/10/climate-changed-already-massive-floods-in-asiareco
rd-drought-in-russiahuge-ice-island-breaks-from-greenland/
7,Floods, Drought Drive World Food Prices to Record Highs
http://article.wn.com/view/2011/01/05/AccuWeathercom_Weather_News_Floods_Drought_Drive_W
orld_Food_/
8,Floods, Drought Drive World Food Prices to Record Highs
http://www.accuweather.com/blogs/news/story/43993/floods-drought-drive-world-foo-1.asp
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Those are indications of accelating Climate Change Crisis(CCC) due to our global huge CO2
consumption regime .If current momentum of prolonging the global regime was, we would
encouter more disasters as time goes on..Consequently we must recognize failure of
industrial revolutions accellated by our global huge CO2 consmption regime.Note also
American has been encoutering unprecedental and drastic ecomy collupse with frequent
anormal CCC disasters. Also Europe could not be as they were in their past glory.
For recent years long, Africa and Australia has been suffering by outrageous CCC,for which
facts we(asian,eupropean,north-south american) have been neglecting.
Those facts could not helpt to become deneying our current strategy＝(economy the
economy the 1st to life the 1st
1st).Emergent strategy change must be done from "economy
1st".
By anyhow,we had made outrageous failure and sin that we had terribley devasted natural
balances for life on the earth by demonism of excess industrialization(or demonism of
capitalism the global tyrany).

Then note that the responsible IPCC(leader for countermesure on CCC)has not been rational
function.They now are corrupted. See Hells Bells in following site.
http://www.climatesoscanada.org/blog/2011/02/17/the-real-weapons-of-mass-destruction-met
hane-propaganda-the-architects-of-genocide-part-i/

The possible rescue is more than 80% CO2 reduction,which is no concern with our
conviniency. Either option of prolonging current status(toward global suicide) or
ing
of revolution by global RAMADAN policy(efforts for co-survib
co-survibing
ing)) would
become unprecedental tough life of all.
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
Our future destiny would be depend on whether we could hastely admitt the outrageous our
failures ,or not. Then our kernel problem is what the Moral Law that causes the people to be
in complete accord with their leader, so that they will follow him regardless of their lives,
Appendix1
undismayed by any danger(Appendix1
Appendix1).

Sun Tzu, LAYING PLANS:
Appendix1
Appendix1:Sun
http://www.chinapage.com/sunzi-e.html
1. Sun Tzu said: The art of war is of vital importance to the State.
2. It is a matter of life and death, a road either to safety or to ruin. Hence it is a subject

of

inquiry which can on no account be neglected.
3. The art of war, then, is governed by five constant factors, to be taken into account in one's
deliberations,when seeking to determine the conditions obtaining in the field.
4. These are: (1) The Moral Law; (2) Heaven; (3) Earth; (4) The Commander; (5) Method
and discipline.
5,6. The Moral Law causes the people to be in complete accord with their ruler, so that they
will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by any danger.
7. Heaven signifies night and day, cold and heat, times and seasons.
8. Earth comprises distances, great and small; danger and security; open ground and narrow
passes;the chances of life and death.
9. The Commander stands for the virtues of wisdom,sincerely, benevolence, courage and
strictness.
10. By method and discipline are to be understood the marshaling of the army in its proper
subdivisions, the graduations of rank among the officers, the maintenance
of roads by which supplies may reach the army, and the control of military expenditure.

Amateure policy maker never could understand IPCC summary report
Appendix2
Appendix2:Amateure
report.
Outrageously,those has been intending not full comprehension ,but confusion with scilent by
face of having understood.The more than 20 years activity of IPCC could not have accompli
-shed any effecitve global rescue in emergent Climate Crisis.,but only global confusions.
In such ways,we all would be in hell in near future.
For example,could you tell the meaning of radiative forcing（ＲＦ）
It's the very and very kernel concept of Climate Change Criterion(CCC
Criterion(CCC).
If you could tell in a minutes with everyone's comprehension,it would be genuine.
But otherwise,you know it effectively nothing, Only drastic global revolution could save this
planet. It is too hard,but not impossible.

How to accomplihs
h global comprehension
Appendix3
Appendix3:How
accomplihsh
comprehension.
s VISIBLE ：all of pictures and testimonies by people in climate disaster areas.
1,FACT
1,FACTs
(past history)
s LOGICAL ：Heat
Heat Debt Trend on earth
2,FACT
2,FACTs
earth(global warming)
solar heat input
cooling output into space
＝solar
input－cooling
space＝ＲＦ
＝RF(heat trapp CO2)＋RF(CH4)＋.....－RF(heat reflection ice surface)－.....｝
2-1:(future prediction by science
science),for example,following are prediction for global hell roads to
fireball earth.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece

2-2:(future prediction by prophecies
prophecies),for example,listen following music.

⑴

Save the children by Marvin Gaye in album "What's going on",1971.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM
⑵Jumping Jack flash by the Rolling Stones,1968.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxpfBWMOlOk
⑶"Taward the flame(Vers la Flamme)" by Alexandre Scriabine in 1914.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

g Time Bomb of Methane
FACT on Tickin
3,
3,FACT
icking
ethane(CH4) in Arctic
Arctic..
(future prediction)
http://www.climatesoscanada.org/blog/2011/02/17/the-real-weapons-of-mass-destruction-met
hane-propaganda-the-architects-of-genocide-part-i/

4,FACT on Decsion

(VALUE

Value ｘ realizing possibility
Making Standard
Standard＝Value
possibility::

of GLOBAL LIFE by RAMADAN

ｘ the Climate

Catastrophe Evading Possibility
＞＞value of caplitalism prolonging ｘ

Climate Catastrophe Evading Possibility)

Appendix 4:
4:As you had known,essential problem is stubborn will of conserving status quo
due to global capitalist Rockefeller and Imperial UK etc..

Appendix 5:The circumstantial evidences of fatal IPCC injustices.
government review can alter original expert reports.
⑴government
http://www.ipcc.ch/organization/organization_procedures.shtml

Criticism of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
⑵Criticism
Report((Process issues
issues))
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_the_IPCC_Fourth_Assessment_Report
Richard Black, an environmental reporter for the BBC, once observed that the IPCC is an
unusual organisation in that the evidence is supplied by scientists, but the summaries of its
[37]

reports are agreed between scientists and representatives of governments.

⑶(Reuters) - Exxon Mobil Corp. gave over $2 million in 2006 to groups Greenpeace called global
warming skeptics even as the oil company campaigned to improve its climate-unfriendly image.
http://www.reuters.com/article/2007/05/18/environment-exxon-contributions-dc-idUSN1843960
820070518

⑷ExxonMobil continuing to fund climate sceptic groups, records show
Records show ExxonMobil gave hundreds of thousands of pounds to lobby groups that have
published 'misleading and inaccurate information' about climate change.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/jul/01/exxon-mobil-climate-change-sceptics-fundi
ng

⑸Exxon still funding sceptics
http://priceofoil.org/2009/07/02/exxon-still-funding-sceptics/

⑹The Real Weapons of Mass Destruction: Methane, Propaganda & the Architects of Genocide
http://www.climatesoscanada.org/blog/2011/02/17/the-real-weapons-of-mass-destruction-met
hane-propaganda-the-architects-of-genocide-part-i/

Why is the IPCC so wrong regarding their methane projections?
⑺Why
http://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091221092156AAluMGh

ONLY ZERO CARBON
⑻ONLY
CARBON||
Planetary Emergency Response|Climate Science for Survibal
Survibal..
http://timetobebold.wordpress.com/tag/ipcc/

Runaway Global Warming
—A Climate Catastrophe in the Making
⑼Runaway
Warming—
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/runaway-heating.html

IP
CC Reasons for Concern
⑽IP
IPCC
http://www.climate-change-emergency-medical-response.org/ipcc-reasons-for-concern.html
Unfortunately, they leave out the grandfather of all concerns: Arctic carbon feedbacks
eedbacks.......
None of the carbon feedbacks is included in the models chosen by the IPCC for the crucial
most likely global temperature increase projections. The feedback danger is not included in
the IPCC reasons for concern.
The most dangerous carbon feedbacks by far are from thawing permafrost in the Arctic
and subsea coastal methane hydrates, which will destabilize with global warming.

Climate change likely to be more devastating than experts predicted
⑾Climate

http://www.sciencecentric.com/news/09021506-climate-change-likely-be-more-devast
ating-than-experts-predicted.html
'There's a vicious-cycle component to both the tundra-thawing and the tropical forest
feedbacks, but the IPCC fourth assessment didn't consider either of them in detail. That's
basically because they weren't well understood at the time.'

Appendix 6:Fukushima Nuclear Plant Disaster by 3/11 Japan Earthquake.
This is not a natural disaster, but a historical conspiracy(terror attack) against democrat
movement in Japan and also against international carbon reduction movement for
Countermesure against Climate Change Catastrophe. Global citizen never be decieved.
Nuclear Power Plant is unfavorable in view of safety against "terror attack",
but also more Carbon Power Plant construction is more unfavorable.Both are not
effective for CO2 reduction. Avobe mentioned details shall be reported before long.

